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About This Content

Beyond the Baltic Sea DLC brings to Euro Truck Simulator 2 the countries of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, parts of western
Russia, and the south of Finland.

Dozens of new cities, towns, ports and villages, new industries, thousands of kilometers of roads await. You’ll drive through vast
swathes of low lying, verdant landscape, dotted with relics of past ages, as well as stark reminders of the great upheaval of the

last century. For the first time you will drive into Russia and visit the great northern metropolis of Saint Petersburg. Going
further, you will enter populous and industrially rich regions of Finland, where you can enjoy the unique experience of driving

efficient High Capacity Transports.

You’ll meander your way around lakes and rivers, and forests of pine and birch will often close upon you as you journey through
these countries of quiet, subdued beauty. Welcome to the lands beyond the Baltic Sea!

Key Features

Over 13 thousand kilometers of new in-game roads

Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia to explore
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Southern Finland containing major cities and industry

Russian territory including Saint Petersburg and Kaliningrad

24 new major cities and many smaller towns

Characteristic Baltic architecture

Famous landmarks and recognizable places

Brand new unique 3D-assets

Lush climate accordant vegetation

Local AI trains, trams, and traffic cars

Over 30 new local company docks and industries

Finland-only High Capacity Transport (a tractor and two long trailers)

Baltic-region achievements to unlock

Cities included in the expansion
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Title: Euro Truck Simulator 2 - Beyond the Baltic Sea
Genre: Indie, Simulation
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Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegia
n,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,Greek,Ukrainian
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I can hardy find items because of bad quality, low resolution and dark background graphics but puzzles overall not bad. game is
not as enjoyable as similar hog games in Steam.. With it's amazing pixel style graphics, smooth gameplay and high replayability
this game is easily one of my favorites of 2015. Each of the four classes offered are unique enough to offer a new experience
each time you play, and the ability to play with up to three of your friends makes makes playing this game an absolute joy. The
campaign mode itself is a little on the short side but just enough so that it doesn't feel like a chore to play through it multiple
times. I'd highly recommend this game to anyone who likes to have fun.. I just bought the game, and after finding out how to
place walls and furniture, everytime I tried to place a NPC soldier it just crashes and everything ends there. I feel really sorry
because I´m huge fan of medieval games and this one looks promising, but right now is unplayable.
Asking for refund.. If you like repetition and third person console garbage, even to a console plebs standards, buy this game..
new maps and the map terminal of mw2!!!!. it's like skyrim
it's just as bad. Very cute one! Actually it seems like a little bit of alchemy (that game \u2018bout element\u2019s creating) or
some crafting-based games that was settled on the beach. Btw - nice tropical music! What I didn\u2019t like - game ends pretty
fast.. As a fan of the first one, this is a VERY welcome addition.
All of the things you love about BH are here+soooo much more. The visuals are more refined, the games OST is fantastic, and
the new bosses, oh boy the new bosses.

Now I am very aware the game is far from perfect in its curent itteration as this game just popped on the early access system,
and that will for sure deter some people, but that will be holding no bearing on my enjoyment of this game as it continues to be
refined.

I look forward to keep playing more of this, and to how it progresses throughout early access!
. A very enjoyable simple game to play. Although could do with a great deal more parts so the rockets can be a lot more
varied..like Kerbal.
Excellent game even with the few parts available, teaches the basics of escaping earths gravity to travel further a field.
If you interested in space genres, and enjoy your early attempt rockets exploding then this is the game for you...Espescially at
the current price in the sale. (i also bought SIMPLE PLANES , not on Steam yet but you purchase from the menu..This also is a
very fun game to play with all the same physics etc.
9\/10. this game is great it teached me how to prevent disaster prevention in my house and when hurricane katrina happened i
was prepared and survived it
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One of the greatest text based game i've ever played in my life. If you don't mind it being only text then i strongly recommend
this game. An interesting and casually paced puzzle game with an Indiana Jones vibe. Also, you can control a bird, and this came
out YEARS before GTA V.

Want to know more? Check out my Bundle Buys video for gameplay footage and initial impressions!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBLlZpAEo04&list=PLGZzj3oUhxhuXeQrkh0Mu2imakntfc4x2&index=4. A good puzzle
game, worth play this and the second one.. Nice pixel graphics, lot like the og escapists! Very fun but I couldn't shoot my gun
when I went into the farm for some reason.

21/10 wud get mobbed by zombies again while hitting them with my crutch!. 3/5
I wouldn't go into details. Much good has been covered - good gameplay, graphics etc. Its like Planetbase but with BIG guns.

The negative for me - once you play higher difficulty (challenge and ?hard, i forgot), the difficulty is made in such a way that it
is rather memorization rather than tactics. E.g: by this time must build X then Y at this exact moment..... much like They are
Billions.

But I'm still not uninstalling this :)

. chainz2.dmg stopped.
Unable to work on my office-PC.
I mean; hey come on! This is not an A+ Title wich needs 16 core, 64 GB Ram engine with nvidia 1080!. This is one of the
better card creators I've come across, it's flexible and doesn't require any coding. The ongoing support by the developers has
already remedied a few nagging issues, and I hope to see it continue.
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